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ABSTRACT

Objective: To make evidence-based recommendations regarding restless legs syndrome (RLS)
management in adults.

Methods: Articles were classified per the 2004 American Academy of Neurology evidence rating
scheme. Recommendations were tied to evidence strength.

Results and recommendations: In moderate to severe primary RLS, clinicians should consider prescribing medication to reduce RLS symptoms. Strong evidence supports pramipexole, rotigotine,
cabergoline, and gabapentin enacarbil use (Level A); moderate evidence supports ropinirole, pregabalin, and IV ferric carboxymaltose use (Level B). Clinicians may consider prescribing levodopa
(Level C). Few head-to-head comparisons exist to suggest agents preferentially. Cabergoline is
rarely used (cardiac valvulopathy risks). Augmentation risks with dopaminergic agents should
be considered. When treating periodic limb movements of sleep, clinicians should consider prescribing ropinirole (Level A) or pramipexole, rotigotine, cabergoline, or pregabalin (Level B). For
subjective sleep measures, clinicians should consider prescribing cabergoline or gabapentin enacarbil (Level A), or ropinirole, pramipexole, rotigotine, or pregabalin (Level B). For patients failing
other treatments for RLS symptoms, clinicians may consider prescribing prolonged-release oxycodone/naloxone where available (Level C). In patients with RLS with ferritin #75 mg/L, clinicians
should consider prescribing ferrous sulfate with vitamin C (Level B). When nonpharmacologic
approaches are desired, clinicians should consider prescribing pneumatic compression (Level B)
and may consider prescribing near-infrared spectroscopy or transcranial magnetic stimulation
(Level C). Clinicians may consider prescribing vibrating pads to improve subjective sleep (Level C).
In patients on hemodialysis with secondary RLS, clinicians should consider prescribing vitamin C
and E supplementation (Level B) and may consider prescribing ropinirole, levodopa, or exercise
(Level C). Neurology® 2016;87:2585–2593
GLOSSARY
AE 5 adverse event; CI 5 confidence interval; ESRD 5 end-stage renal disease; FCM 5 ferric carboxymaltose; HD 5
hemodialysis; IRLS 5 International Restless Legs Syndrome Study Group rating scale; NIRS 5 near-infrared spectroscopy;
PLMI 5 Periodic Limb Movement Index; PLMS 5 periodic limb movements of sleep; PSG 5 polysomnography; QoL 5 quality
of life; RLS 5 restless legs syndrome; rTMS 5 repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; TST 5 total sleep time; WASO 5
wake after sleep onset.

Supplemental data
at Neurology.org

This document summarizes information provided in
the complete guideline, available as a data supplement
at Neurology.org. References e1–e20, cited in this
summary, are available at Neurology.org.
Restless legs syndrome (RLS) is a movement disorder characterized by an urge to move the legs or arms,
commonly in response to uncomfortable dysesthesia.
Clinically important RLS affects approximately 2.5%

of adults in the United States and Northern Europe,
with higher prevalence in women and with increasing
age.1 RLS is classified as primary or secondary in
origin, with secondary RLS attributed to comorbid
iron deficiency, end-stage renal disease (ESRD), or
pregnancy. Most patients with RLS also have periodic
limb movements of sleep (PLMS).2 Clinical consequences of RLS include impairment in sleep quality
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and quantity,3 mood and anxiety disorders,4 worsening health-related quality of life (QoL),5 and loss of
work productivity.6 Augmentation is a major side
effect related to long-term RLS treatment with dopaminergic medication7 and consists of iatrogenic worsening of RLS symptoms.
This practice guideline addresses the following
question: What are safe and effective therapies,
including both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic approaches, for the symptoms and clinical consequences (disturbed sleep, PLMS, depression/
anxiety, and decreased QoL) of RLS in adults?
DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYTIC PROCESS This
practice guideline follows the methodologies outlined in the 2004 edition of the American Academy
of Neurology’s guideline development process
manual.8 A detailed description of the process is
available in the full-length guideline at Neurology.
org. For RLS efficacy, the International Restless Legs
Syndrome Study Group rating scale (IRLS) was the
preferred outcome, and a change of 3 points was
considered clinically meaningful.9 For studies
reporting polysomnography (PSG) results, the
panel prioritized evaluating certain outcomes such
as the Periodic Limb Movement Index (PLMI),
total sleep time (TST), sleep efficiency, sleep
latency, and wake after sleep onset (WASO).
Outcomes related to subjective sleep outcomes,
psychiatric symptoms, and QoL are described
when available. The table presents selected adverse
events (AEs), augmentation risks, and US Food and
Drug Administration–approved doses for recommended medications.
Results of individual articles, including confidence
intervals (CIs) and assessments of statistical significance and clinical relevance, are available in the full
guideline at Neurology.org. Circumstances for which
only 1 Class III study is available (for which no conclusions can be drawn, e.g., gabapentin) are also discussed only in the full guideline.
ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE Dopamine agonists. Ropinirole. It

is likely that ropinirole decreases IRLS scores
at 12 weeks (meta-analysis of 2 Class I studies,10,11 of
which 1 had sufficient precision independently). It is
highly likely that ropinirole improves PLMS (2 Class
I studies10,11) and likely that it improves some other
objective sleep measures (1 Class I study11) and some
subjective sleep measures (meta-analysis of 2 Class
I10,11 and 4 Class II studies12–15 using Medical Outcomes Study subscales). It is likely that ropinirole
improves RLS-specific QoL at 12 weeks (1 Class I10
and 3 Class II studies12,13,15). It is possible that
ropinirole improves depression (meta-analysis of 1
Class II study14 and 1 Class I study with insufficient
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precision10) and likely that it improves anxiety at 12
weeks (1 Class I study10).
Pramipexole. It is highly likely that pramipexole
improves RLS symptoms as measured by the IRLS
(3 Class I16–18 and 6 Class II studies19–24 over varying
timeframes). It is likely that pramipexole improves
PLMS (3 Class II studies20,22,25) and subjective sleep
measures (1 Class I17 and 3 Class II studies,19,21,23
with an additional Class II study lacking the precision
to exclude an important effect24). There is insufficient
evidence to support or refute an effect of pramipexole
on other polysomnographic measures (e.g., sleep
latency, sleep efficiency, WASO, or TST) on the basis
of results with varied statistical significance and
clinical importance across 3 Class II studies20,22,25
with sometimes limited statistical reporting. It is
likely that pramipexole improves RLS-specific QoL
at 12 weeks (1 Class I16 and 3 Class II studies,19,23,24
with one of the Class II studies showing limited
improvement24). It is possible that pramipexole improves depression and anxiety at 12 weeks in patients
with moderate to severe RLS-related mood disturbance (1 Class II study).23
Rotigotine. It is highly likely that the rotigotine
patch improves RLS symptoms as measured by the
IRLS (2 Class I26,27 and 3 Class II studies,28–30 up
to 6 months in duration). It is likely that rotigotine
improves PLMS (1 Class I study27), but there is insufficient evidence to support or refute an effect on other
objective sleep measures (1 Class I study27 that is not
statistically significant but whose CIs include clinically important effects). It is likely that rotigotine
improves sleep disturbance and subjective sleep quantity (meta-analysis of 1 Class I27 and 2 Class II studies,28,30 with 1 of the Class II studies achieving
statistical significance on its own30 and the other
Class I and Class II studies achieving statistical significance together). Rotigotine possibly improves sleep
adequacy (meta-analysis of 1 Class I27 and 2 Class II
studies28,30 that requires all 3 studies to achieve significance). Rotigotine possibly improves RLS-specific
QoL at 12 weeks (meta-analysis of 1 Class I27 and 2
Class II studies28,30 requiring all 3 studies to achieve
significance).
Cabergoline. Cabergoline is rarely used, as there are
concerns regarding fibrotic complications/cardiac valvulopathy (see Discussion in the full guideline at
Neurology.org).
Levodopa. Levodopa (100–200 mg) possibly improves patient-reported RLS symptom severity (4 Class
III studies,31–34 2 of which show a benefit alone and 2
of which show a benefit when combined in a metaanalysis to increase statistical precision). Levodopa possibly improves subjective sleep measures (4 Class III
studies,31–34 with improvements in at least some subjective sleep measures) and the PLMI (3 Class III
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Table

Summary of interventions evaluated in idiopathic restless legs syndrome (RLS) with Level A–C recommendations
Level of evidence to support benefit

Intervention

FDA guidelines for starting RLS
dose, therapeutic dose, mg/d symptoms

PLMI

Subjective
sleep
measuresa

Ropinirole

0.25, 0.25–4.0

Level B

Level A

Level B

Depression: Level Yes
C; anxiety: Level B

Dopamine agonist AEs
include nausea, somnolence,
impulse control disorders

Pramipexole

0.125, 0.25–0.5

Level A

Level B

Level B

Depression: Level
C; anxiety: Level C

Yes

(See ropinirole)

Rotigotine patch
(worn 24 h/d)

1.0, 1.0–3.0

Level A

Level B

Level B

Yes

(See ropinirole); drugspecific: skin reactions

Cabergoline

Not FDA-approved for RLS

Level A

Level B

Level A

Yes

(See ropinirole) drug-specific:
cardiac valvulopathy

Levodopa

Not FDA-approved for RLS

Level C

Level C

Level C

Yes

Psychiatric
symptoms

Gabapentin
enacarbil

600, 600

Level A

Level U

Level A

Global mood:
Level A

Pregabalin

Not FDA-approved for RLS

Level B

Level B

Level B

Level U

Oral irond

Not FDA-approved for RLS

Level B

Ferric
carboxymaltose

Not FDA-approved for RLS

Level B

Iron sucrose

Not FDA-approved for RLS

Prolonged-release
oxycodone/
naloxone

Augmentation
risk?b

Other common or
important adverse
events

Nausea
c

Unknown

Somnolence, dizziness

No

Unsteadiness, somnolence

Unknown

Constipation, nausea

Level U

Unknown

IV iron is associated with
potentially life-threatening
allergic reactions

Level U

Level U

Unknown

IV iron is associated with
potentially life-threatening
allergic reactions

Not FDA-approved for RLS
(approved in European
Union)

Level C (in patients
who have failed
other treatments)

Level C

Unknownc

Constipation, nausea,
sedation, depression; drug
withdrawal

NIRS

NA

Level C

Unknown

Pneumatic
compression

NA

Level B

Unknown

rTMS

NA

Level C

Unknownc

Vibratory
stimulation

NA

Level C against

tDCS

NA

Level C against

Level U

Level C

No

Unknown

Abbreviations: AE 5 adverse event; FDA 5 US Food and Drug Administration; NA 5 not applicable; NIRS 5 near-infrared spectroscopy; PLMI 5 Periodic
Limb Movement Index; rTMS 5 repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation; tDCS 5 transcranial direct current stimulation.
a
Level of evidence cited is the highest level of evidence identified for at least one subjective sleep rating; subjective sleep ratings are considered
individually in the guideline text, with sometimes differing levels of evidence by measure. Refer to full guideline at Neurology.org for details on different
subjective measures.
b
Augmentation marked as yes if present in .2.4% at any timepoint in available studies (many of which are Class IV open-label long-term follow-up); the
2.4% cutoff was determined by averaging placebo augmentation responses from 3 studies (see text).
c
Augmentation listed as unknown because studies describing augmentation were 12 weeks or less in duration and thus cannot reliably inform
augmentation risks (augmentation typically develops after at least 6 months of treatment).
d
Oral studies were included only if patients had evidence of iron deficiency.

studies31,33,34 with sufficient precision and 1 Class III
study32 with insufficient precision; meta-analysis
showed significant effect). There is insufficient evidence to support or refute the effect of levodopa on
QoL in RLS (2 Class III studies,31,32 only 1 with sufficient precision).
a2d ligands. Gabapentin enacarbil. Gabapentin enacarbil is a slow-release gabapentin prodrug. It is highly
likely that gabapentin enacarbil decreases IRLS
scores (4 Class I studies with different study durations35–38). It is highly likely that gabapentin enacarbil improves subjective sleep measures (4 Class I
studies35–38) and likely that it improves at least some

objective sleep measures other than the PLMI (1
Class I study35). Because results of this Class I study
were not statistically significant and CIs included
both potentially clinically important and unimportant effects, there is insufficient evidence to support
or refute the effect of gabapentin enacarbil on the
PLMI. It is likely that gabapentin enacarbil improves RLS-specific QoL (1 Class I study37) and
mood (1 Class I study36).
Pregabalin. Pregabalin likely improves IRLS scores
at doses of at least 150 mg/d (1 Class I39 and 3 Class
II studies24,25,40; there is insufficient evidence to support or refute doses of 50–100 mg/d because analyses did not reach statistical significance but CIs
Neurology 87
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included important effects in 1 Class I study).
Pregabalin likely improves the PLMI (2 Class II
studies25,40) and likely improves at least some other
objective sleep measures (1 Class I39 and 2 Class
II25,40 studies with results varying by dose and measure). Pregabalin likely improves subjective sleep
outcomes (1 Class I39 and 3 Class II studies,24,25,40
1 of which had insufficient precision at many doses).
Pregabalin 300 mg possibly improves RLS-related
QoL (1 Class II study25; 1 Class I study39 reported
no difference but did not provide data to assess).
There is insufficient evidence to support or refute
the use of pregabalin for mood in RLS.
Pregabalin vs pramipexole. There is insufficient
evidence to support or refute the superiority of pregabalin over pramipexole for treating IRLS symptoms (metaanalysis of 2 Class II studies24,25 where the mean difference point estimate is not compared with pramipexole).
Pregabalin likely improves subjective sleep outcomes
more than pramipexole (2 Class II studies24,25). Pramipexole possibly improves PLMI more than pregabalin (1
Class II study25), whereas pregabalin possibly improves
other objective sleep outcomes more than pramipexole
(1 Class II study25). Pregabalin possibly improves QoL
more than pramipexole (meta-analysis of 2 Class II studies,24,25 each with insufficient precision to drive a recommendation on its own). Pregabalin possibly has
a decreased odds of augmentation at 52 weeks compared
with pramipexole (1 Class II study24), but there is insufficient evidence to support or refute a difference at 40
weeks (1 Class II study24 with CIs including potentially
important differences in both directions).
Iron treatments. Ferrous sulfate (oral). It is likely that

ferrous sulfate 325 mg with vitamin C 200 mg taken
twice daily improves RLS symptoms in patients with
serum ferritin #75 mg/L (1 Class I studye1).
IV iron. IV ferric carboxymaltose (FCM) 500 mg
given twice 5 days apart likely improves RLS symptoms in patients with moderate to severe RLS
regardless of ferritin level (1 Class I studye2). In this
population, IV FCM likely improves RLS-specific
QoL at 28 days after initial treatment (1 Class I
studye2). There is insufficient evidence to support
or refute an effect of IV FCM on subjective sleep
measures or PLMI (1 Class I studye2 without statistical significance but with CIs including potentially
clinically important effects). Studies investigating
iron sucrose use in RLS had insufficient precision
to support or refute a treatment effect (2 Class II
studiese3,e4 did not reach statistical significance but
had CIs including clinically important effects).
Opioid agonists. It is possible that prolonged-release
oxycodone/naloxone (mean dose of oxycodone
21.9 6 15.0 mg, naloxone 11.0 6 7.5 mg)
improves RLS symptoms, sleep adequacy, sleep
2588
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duration, and RLS-specific QoL in patients with
RLS who have not responded to other treatments
(1 Class II studye5).
Other medications and nutraceuticals. Other medications and nutraceuticals are discussed in the full
guideline at Neurology.org.
Physical measures. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS).

NIRS is possibly effective in the treatment of primary
moderate to severe RLS (1 Class II study vs shame6
and 1 Class II study showing no difference between 2
devicese7).
Pneumatic compression. Pneumatic compression is
likely effective in the treatment of patients with primary moderate to severe RLS (1 Class I studye8).
Transcranial direct current stimulation. Cathodal and
anodal transcranial direct current stimulation are
probably ineffective for improving RLS symptoms
in women with RLS who were drug-naive (one negative Class I studye9).
Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS).

rTMS is possibly effective in the treatment of primary
moderate to severe RLS (1 Class II studye10).
Vibrating pads. Vibrating pads are possibly ineffective
in treating RLS symptoms (meta-analysis of 2 Class II
studiese9,e10 excluding a clinically important benefit) but
possibly effective in treating subjective sleep outcomes
(meta-analysis of 2 Class II studiese11,e12 where only one
was sufficient to drive recommendations on its own).
There is insufficient evidence to support or refute an
effect of vibrating pads on QoL in RLS (meta-analysis
of 2 Class II studiese11,e12 that is not statistically significant but where the CI includes a potentially clinically
important effect).
Treatment of secondary RLS. There are many causes of

secondary RLS. However, adequate evidence is available only for treatment of secondary RLS in patients
with ESRD who are on hemodialysis (HD).
Ropinirole. Ropinirole 0.25 mg daily is possibly
effective in the treatment of RLS symptoms associated with ESRD/HD (1 Class II studye13).
Levodopa. Levodopa (100–200 mg) is possibly
effective in treating PLMS associated with RLS
(2 Class III studies32,e14), but there is insufficient
evidence to support or refute an effect of levodopa
on RLS severity (2 Class III studies with insufficient
precision/details32,e14).
Vitamins C and E. Vitamins C (200 mg) and E (400
mg) alone and in combination are likely effective in
the treatment of RLS symptoms associated with
ESRD/HD (1 Class I studye15).
Exercise. Exercise is possibly effective in the treatment of RLS symptoms associated with ESRD/HD
(1 Class IIe16 and 3 Class III studiese13,e17,e18 with
various methodologies and results).
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PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS

1. In moderate to severe primary RLS, clinicians
should consider prescribing a pharmacologic
agent to reduce RLS symptoms. There is strong
evidence to support the use of pramipexole, rotigotine, cabergoline, and gabapentin enacarbil
(Level A); moderate evidence to support the use
of ropinirole, pregabalin, and IV FCM (Level
B); and weak evidence to support the use of
levodopa (Level C). There are few head-tohead comparisons of these agents to suggest that
one should be used preferentially, though in
practice clinicians often decide on the basis of
comorbidities or potential side effects such as
augmentation with dopaminergic agents. When
considering efficacy alone, clinicians may consider choosing cabergoline instead of levodopa
(Level C). However, cabergoline is rarely used
in clinical practice for RLS because of a risk of
cardiac valvulopathy at higher doses. There is
insufficient evidence to support or refute the
preferential use of pregabalin instead of pramipexole (Level U).
2. For patients with primary RLS for whom clinicians want to target sleep, clinicians should consider prescribing a pharmacologic agent that
improves objective or subjective sleep parameters
(or both). Evidence supports agents to different
extents for subjective and objective outcomes.
a. When targeting PLMS, specifically the
PLMI as measured by PSG, there is strong
evidence to support the use of ropinirole
(Level A); moderate evidence to support
the use of pramipexole, rotigotine, cabergoline, and pregabalin (Level B); and weak
evidence to support the use of levodopa
(Level C). There is insufficient evidence
to support or refute the use of gabapentin
enacarbil, FCM, or iron sucrose for PLMS
(Level U). There is weak evidence (Level C)
for using pramipexole in preference to pregabalin with regard to PLMI alone.
b. With regard to other objective sleep measures (e.g., TST, sleep efficiency, sleep
latency, and WASO), there is moderate evidence to support the use of ropinirole, gabapentin enacarbil, and pregabalin for at
least some objective sleep measures (Level
B). There is insufficient evidence to support
or refute the use of pramipexole, rotigotine,
cabergoline, or levodopa for these measures
(Level U). There is weak evidence (Level C)
for using pregabalin in preference to pramipexole with regard to objective sleep measures other than PLMI.

3.

4.

5.

6.

c. With regard to subjective sleep measures,
there is strong evidence to support the use
of cabergoline and gabapentin enacarbil
(Level A); moderate evidence to support
the use of ropinirole, pramipexole, and pregabalin (Level B); weak to moderate evidence to support the use of rotigotine
(Levels B and C); and weak evidence to
support the use of levodopa (Level C), with
the strength of evidence varying by measure
and, sometimes, dose. There is insufficient
evidence to support or refute the use of
FCM for subjective sleep measures (Level
U). There is moderate evidence to support
the use of pregabalin instead of pramipexole
with regard to subjective sleep outcomes
(Level B).
For patients with RLS for whom clinicians
want to target concomitant psychiatric symptoms, clinicians should consider ropinirole in
the context of anxiety (Level B) and may consider ropinirole in the context of depression
(Level C). In the context of moderate to severe
RLS-related mood disturbance, clinicians may
consider prescribing pramipexole for depression and anxiety (Level C). For overall mood,
clinicians should consider prescribing gabapentin enacarbil (Level B).
For patients with RLS for whom clinicians want
to select an agent that improves QoL, clinicians
should consider prescribing ropinirole, pramipexole, cabergoline, gabapentin enacarbil, or IV
FCM (Level B) and may consider prescribing
rotigotine or pregabalin (Level C). There is insufficient evidence to support or refute the use of
levodopa for improving QoL in RLS (Level U).
When avoidance of augmentation is a deciding
factor, clinicians may consider prescribing pregabalin rather than pramipexole when considering
52-week treatment in light of lower augmentation rates with pregabalin (Level C). Clinicians
may also consider prescribing cabergoline rather
than levodopa when considering 30-week treatment in light of lower augmentation rates with
cabergoline (Level C); however, this needs to be
weighed against the risk of cardiac valvulopathy
with high doses of cabergoline. There is insufficient evidence to support or refute which dopaminergic agents cause the least augmentation
because augmentation rates are most commonly
reported in long-term open-label Class IV studies
(Level U). Results of these studies are summarized in the full guideline at Neurology.org but
cannot support formal recommendations.
For patients with RLS who have not responded
to other treatments, clinicians may consider

Neurology 87
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7.

8.

9.

10.

prescribing prolonged-release oxycodone/naloxone
(where available) for RLS symptoms, subjective
sleep symptoms, and QoL (Level C), but potential benefits need to be weighed against known
opioid risks.
There is insufficient evidence to support or refute
the use of gabapentin, iron sucrose, oxycodone,
clonazepam, bupropion, clonidine, selenium, rifaximin, botulinum neurotoxin, valproic acid,
carbamazepine, or valerian in the treatment of
RLS (Level U).
For patients or clinicians wanting to use nonpharmacologic approaches to treat RLS, clinicians should consider prescribing pneumatic
compression before usual symptom onset (Level
B) and may consider prescribing NIRS or rTMS
(where available) (Level C). Clinicians may consider prescribing vibrating pads for subjective
sleep concerns (Level C) but not for RLS symptoms (Level C against). Clinicians may also
choose not to consider transcranial direct current
stimulation for RLS symptoms (Level C against).
There is insufficient evidence to support or refute
use of acupuncture in RLS (Level U).
In patients with RLS and serum ferritin #75 mg/L,
clinicians should consider prescribing ferrous sulfate with vitamin C for improvement of RLS symptoms (Level B).
In patients with secondary RLS associated with
ESRD on HD, clinicians should consider prescribing vitamin C and E supplementation (alone
or in combination) (Level B) and may consider
prescribing ropinirole, levodopa, or exercise (Level
C). There is insufficient evidence to support or
refute the use of gabapentin or IV iron dextran in
RLS associated with ESRD/HD (Level U). There
is also insufficient evidence to support or refute
the use of gabapentin or levodopa preferentially
over the other in this population (Level U).

When addressing RLS, clinicians and patients must first determine whether
symptoms require treatment, the setting in which this
practice guideline is relevant. Treatment should be
considered if RLS symptoms interfere with sleep or
daytime function to an important degree. Before
determining the best treatment, it is important to first
ensure there are no contributing factors to RLS symptoms (e.g., iron deficiency or serotonergic antidepressants). Because iron deficiency is a known contributor
to RLS, can result in other complications, and may
respond to iron supplementation, it is reasonable
for clinicians to check iron studies in patients with
RLS with new or worsening symptoms and treat
the iron deficiency first if indicated.

CLINICAL CONTEXT
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There are important limitations in the evidence
regarding RLS treatments. The clinical significance
of some outcomes used in RLS trials, such as PLMI,
is uncertain; thus conclusions drawn regarding these
outcomes are of unknown clinical relevance. In addition, apart from the IRLS, clinically important differences for the measures used in RLS trials are
unknown. Most of the studies are short-term trials,
often 12 or fewer weeks, whereas clinical treatment
of RLS is ongoing over years. Conclusions regarding
long-term efficacy and risks are difficult to develop
because of the open-label nature of many longer duration studies. Short-term trials are less able to inform
risks associated with prolonged medication exposure,
such as augmentation occurring with dopaminergic
medications. Augmentation is a major concern and
an important consideration when choosing a treatment approach. Long-term risks with other treatment
approaches, such as opioid use, are also important to
consider.
Though some patients have RLS symptoms intermittently, the value of PRN medications is
unknown.1 Additionally, there are no data to guide
the approach to cases where monotherapy is not adequately effective or clinicians want to use multiple
agents to minimize doses of dopaminergic agents.
Clinical trials of RLS medications generally exclude
patients with common comorbid conditions such as
mood and anxiety disorders and peripheral neuropathy. Generalizability of studies to populations with
these disorders is uncertain.e19 Certain populations
with secondary RLS, such as pregnant women, are
also under-studied.
In patients with RLS symptoms requiring treatment, choosing the most appropriate intervention requires an individualized approach including regard
for patient factors, such as the most prominent symptoms (e.g., presence of sleep disturbance, because of
varying strength of evidence by outcome), comorbidities relating to RLS (e.g., mood), other comorbidities
(such that an agent may be used preferentially to treat
more than one indication or avoided because of a presumed higher risk of side effects), age, side effect profile, augmentation risks, and patient preferences (e.g.,
pharmacologic or nonpharmacologic approaches). In
addition to AEs commonly reported in trials, some
agents for RLS have less common but important risks,
including cardiac valvulopathy with cabergoline and
impulse control disorders with dopamine agonists.
Given the chronicity of RLS, long-term risks of
augmentation with dopaminergic agents are relevant
for many patients. Scant data exist to guide the
decision-making process relating to augmentation.e20
For patients on dopaminergic agents, careful reassessment of changes in the time of symptom onset, anatomical distribution, total medication dose, and
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medication timing are indicated at least yearly. In the
absence of evidence, it is reasonable to consider discontinuing a patient’s dopaminergic medication in
the setting of clinically important augmentation and
switching to a nondopaminergic agent or a longeracting dopaminergic medication.
DISCLAIMER Clinical practice guidelines, practice
advisories, systematic reviews, and other guidance
published by the American Academy of Neurology
(AAN) and its affiliates are assessments of current
scientific and clinical information provided as an
educational service. The information (1) should not
be considered inclusive of all proper treatments,
methods of care, or as a statement of the standard of
care; (2) is not continually updated and may not
reflect the most recent evidence (new evidence may
emerge between the time information is developed
and when it is published or read); (3) addresses only
the question(s) specifically identified; (4) does not
mandate any particular course of medical care; and
(5) is not intended to substitute for the independent
professional judgment of the treating provider, as the
information does not account for individual
variation among patients. In all cases, the selected
course of action should be considered by the treating
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